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Kuan Yin is one of the most called-upon goddesses on Earth.

Her mantra, Om Mani Padme Hum, calls forth the opening of the
heart chakra, allowing divine wisdom, peace and love to flow through
us into the world. She brings messages of peace and healing to the
Soul, speaking to us through synchronicities, inner knowing and our
dreams and meditations. When we connect with Kuan Yin, we are
connecting with the Divine Feminine. Within us unfolds higher feminine
consciousness, whether man or woman, we become increasingly able to
channel the Divine Mother and her gifts of Grace, Healing, Gentleness
and Compassion.
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May these meditations bring you deep into connection with the
Divine Lotus Mother, her gentleness, fierce love and compassion, her
endless devotion to your enlightenment and peace. Om Mani Padme
Hum.
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Namaste beloved,
Alana Fairchild
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1.

KUAN YIN’S MIRROR (21.07)

Journey into the love that is Kuan Yin and perceive truths and higher guidance with
the assistance of her Black Obsidian Glass Mirror.
Kuan Yin’s pure vibration helps us shift out of our habitual way of thinking
and feeling, lifting us into a higher state where we are capable of increasingly pure
perception. This perception helps us move out of struggle and resistance into solution,
healing and relief!
This meditation is recommended for those times when you require a shift in
perspective, are open to learning a deeper truth or when you have a specific issue to
resolve and you are open to the brilliance of divine assistance to help you.

2.

OCEAN OF LOVE (21.04)

A deep soul healing meditation that reconnects us with the higher self and our higher
self with the Source, the Ocean of Love.
As the River merges with the Ocean, it becomes capable of a vastness of experience
and love that can be truly blissful, expansive and uplifting. The soul is replenished,
strengthened, and can surrender any burden it no longer wishes to carry as it returns
home to Source. This experience fulfils a deep yearning for bliss and peace that lies
within us, sometimes unheard and often unmet within our own consciousness. We
need the expanded connection of the Divine to take us to this sacred state.
Kuan Yin’s loving guidance and presence facilitates this healing experience for the
Soul.
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This meditation is recommended for those times when you simply need to dip
into the richness of spiritual love to nourish your spirit, to replenish your soul and to
sate that yearning for divine oneness within your heart.

3.

LOTUS INTERLUDE (16.05)

The music featured in these meditations came to me over seven years ago. I didn’t
think of myself as a musician and I certainly didn’t know what to do with it, but I
faithfully wrote it down on blank sheets of music manuscript and waited.
Years later Kuan Yin continued to weave her magic and I was offered the
opportunity to create a Kuan Yin Oracle deck with Blue Angel publishing. Some weeks
after this, I was walking about in Chatswood, New South Wales when I heard some
beautiful Chinese music being busked outside the mall. I felt Kuan Yin stirring in my
heart, requesting her own meditation music and CD. Toni Carmine Salerno from Blue
Angel loved the idea too and this project was born.
You can listen to this interlude during healing or meditation, allowing the light
within the sound to reach past your mind, into your energy field for divine healing.
The mantras and names of the divine are sounded, including Avalokiteshwara, a
sacred name for the boddhisatva of compassion, which is another name for beloved
Kuan Yin. The music is tuned at 444hz to allow for more harmony in the energy field
whilst listening. May it bring you into the Heart of the Divine Lotus Mother.
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Me and You and the Divine
I love the meditations! More please!
Many of us share special soul connections which we only realise when we are at a
certain level of awakening or vibration. It is like walking along the same street every
day and then one day you suddenly notice the most beautiful garden in front of one of
the houses. Was that always there? Yes. You just awakened enough to have the grace
to experience its beauty.
So it is with the Soul. Life is precious and magical and marvelous and filled with
miracles. As our vibration raises and our Soul presence builds, we become capable of
living this for ourselves. It is quite wonderful!
Many of us have known each other before – and most likely that includes you and
I. One way we can tell is if you just feel a connection or rapport with my Soul through
these meditations.
When your Soul urges you to move more deeply into spiritual connection with
me, there is much creative joy we can share. Up-to-date information about how we
can connect is online at www.alanafairchild.com and you can email me directly at
alana@alanafairchild.com

In my world I don't just listen to people
speak, I hear them from the depths of their
soul, I see their auras, I hear what they are
saying behind their words, I feel their truths
and I am blessed with an ability to feel and
connect with their Soul for healing.
At this time, the divine is calling many
Old Souls to connect and grow into even
greater levels of consciousness and spiritual potency to guide humanity through the
darkness of fear, anxiety, separation and despair into a world of inner connection, peace
and Self realisation.
You are an important part of this awakening. Your work with these meditations is
a practical way to become a channel for healing. This is a gift to more than yourself.
We all benefit, so thank you!
Community is important as we grow spiritually. It offers us support, a place from
which those we are meant to assist spiritually can find us, and our energies can grow
deeper into unity and spiritual strength together. If you would you like to connect with
me or are interested in finding out more about a beautiful spiritual community, come
and visit www.alanafairchild.com where a whole world of love and light awaits you
dear one.
I see your beauty. Namaste.
"Alana's meditation CDs are sophisticated and truly take your soul to another dimension.
The music is just breathtaking. These meditations really work and often immediately!"
– MS, Czech Republic
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Radiance
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For Love & Light on Earth
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